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Abstract
This paper reviews most frequently used computational modelling approaches and formal verifi-

cation techniques in computational biology. The paper also compares a number of model checking
tools and software suits used in analysing biological systems and biochemical networks and verifiying
a wide range of biological properties.
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1 Introduction
The formalisation of biological systems using computational modelling approach as an alternative to
mathematical equations has recently received much interest, as this approach provides a deeper mecha-
nistic understanding of biological systems. Formalisms where molecular populations and interactions are
modelled as discrete entities and events have come to be known collectively as executable biology [1],
or algorithmic systems biology [2]. There are various computational formalisms studied in this context,
including state transition systems, rule-based systems, Petri nets and process algebra.

Formal methods have been considerably used to construct and analyse computational (or executable)
biological systems so as to obtain important information about system behaviour, which can be consid-
ered as a complementary approach to standard computational techniques. Formal verification is a method
which exhaustively analyses all possible system behaviour to evaluate the correctness of systems. For-
mal verification provides more insight into a natural system than standard methods, e.g. simulation and
testing, allowing us to infer more novel information about system properties.

Model checking [3], an algorithmic approach for verification, is a computational technique verifying
whether a finite structure satisfies a property. Model checking requires a formal modelling of the system
and a formal specification of the property, expressed in a logical notation [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. It then evaluates
the formal specification against all possible behaviours of the system, which are computed by enumerating
all possible sequence of traces.

Model checking has been extensively used in computer science and engineering for the last two
decades in the verification of various systems, e.g. safety-critical systems [10], concurrent systems [11],
distributed systems [12], network protocols [13], stochastic systems [14], multi-agent systems [15, 16],
pervasive systems [17, 18, 19] and swarm robotics [20, 21] as well as some engineering applications [22,
23, 24]. Due to its novel approach to extract information about system behaviour, there is a growing
interest to apply this technique in the analysis of biological systems and biochemical networks [25, 26].
Recently, it has been applied to analysis of various biological systems, e.g. ERK/MAPK pathway [27],
FGF signalling pathway [28, 29], cell cycle in eukaryotes [30, 31], EGFR pathway [32], T-cell receptor
signaling pathway [33, 34, 35, 36], cell cycle control [37, 38, 39, 40], mammalian cell cycle regula-
tion [41, 42], apoptosis network [43], bladder tumorigenesis [44], quorum sensing [45, 46, 47], DNA
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Computing [48, 49], genetic oscillator [50], genetic Boolean gates [51, 45, 52, 53] and switches [54, 55].
In this paper, we review some of the most utilised modelling approaches in computational biology,

and compare several model checking tools and software suits used in analysing biological systems and
biochemical networks.

The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 presents computational modelling approaches. Section 3
compares tools used in verifying biological and biochemical systems. Section 4 presents some biological
systems analysed using model checking. Section 5 concludes the paper and discusses our future research.

2 Modelling approaches for biological and biochemical systems
In this section, we overview some of the most utilised mathematical and computational modelling ap-
proaches (see Table 1) in analysing biological systems and biochemical networks.

Table 1: Modelling approaches most commonly used in analysing biological systems and biochemical
networks.

Modelling ap-
proach

Formalism

ODEs XS-systems, Piecewise-linear, Piecewise-multiaffine
State transition sys-
tems

Kripke structures, Boolean networks, Multivalued logical
formalism, Reactive modules, Statecharts, Live sequence
charts

Rule-based systems P Systems, Rewriting systems, Pathway logic, Biocham,
BioNetGen

Petri nets Stochastic, Coloured, Discrete, Continuous Petri nets
Process algebra Stochastic π−calculus, Bio-PEPA, BioAmbients

2.1 Mathematical modelling approach: ODEs
Mathematical modelling approach has a long tradition inherited from various disciplines including ge-
netics, biochemistry, evolutionary biology and systems biology to understand the system dynamics and
characteristics [56]. Until recently, coupled ordinary differential equations (ODEs) were commonly used
as a modelling approach for complex biological and biochemical systems.

In a typical ODE model, a variable represents the rate of the concentration change of a molecular
species in the system in question. A key assumption in an ODE model is that variables are continuous,
i.e. concentrations change continuously over time, and the system model is deterministic, i.e. resulting in
precise solutions. This assumption becomes valid when concentrations are sufficiently high, with an ap-
proximate lower bound of 103 molecules, and reactions are fast enough [57]. When lower concentrations
are considered, this assumption cannot be considered any more.

Biological systems have been also modelled by some approximation methods, e.g., piecewise-linear
and piecewise-multiaffine differential equations. ODEs can be rewritten in some canonical forms: S-
system is a canonical form where each differential equation is described in such a way that the concen-
tration change of a product is expressed in terms of the concentration changes of its reactants [58]. An
XS-system is a form containing a list of expressions describing the concentration change of molecular
species and a set of equations which represents some constraints regarding model parameters [58].

2.2 Computational modelling approach
A different formalism based on computational models, as an alternative to mathematical approaches,
has been investigated more intensively in the last years. The mathematical models rely on equations to
describe quantities and their relationships over time, whereas the computational ones present the system
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in a rather operational way, as a sequence of steps, or an algorithm, executed by an abstract or virtual
machine [1]. Two terms have been coined in connection with these models, executable/computational
biology [1] or algorithmic systems biology [2, 59]. This new formalism comes with a set of domain
specific languages in modelling and methods and tools largely utilised in programming analysis and
verification. Below we review a selection of these alternative representations and their capabilities.

2.2.1 State transitions systems

A (discrete) state system is a simple computational model that describes the dynamic behaviour of a
system. A state system is composed of set of finite set of states and behaviours and it defines how certain
changes on input events cause output events to take place. State transition systems comprise a finite set
of states, representing the states that the system can be in, and a finite set of transitions, representing the
conditions to traverse between these states. The machine moves from one state to another when an event
or condition in the corresponding transitions holds. In a state transition system, transitions can also be
labeled. Depending on the context, a label can be used for different purposes, e.g. a condition to trigger
the transition, an action to perform when the transition is taken and a probability denoting the likelihood
to take the transition.

Kripke structures [60] are simple state transition systems, describing the dynamic behaviour of a system.
In a Kripke structure, a state represents a snapshot of system; a transition represents how the system state
evolves; and a path represents a computation of the system.

Boolean networks [61] are Boolean state transition systems representing gene interactions as a directed
graph, where each node represents a gene that is either active or inactive; edges represent positive or neg-
ative regulation; and Boolean functions represent gene expressions. Boolean networks are deterministic
and have a fixed topology. So, the starting configuration does not change with time. Boolean networks
are especially useful when the data about the system is incomplete. In such cases, we can easily construct
a model using only topological information and necessary binary relationships. They are therefore often
selected as a modelling approach for their amenability to analysis rather than realism [62].

Thomas’ multivalued logical formalism [63, 64] is a multi-valued state-transition system, providing a
discrete modelling framework for regulatory networks. It can also be considered as “an abstraction of a
special case of piecewise-linear differential equations or as a generalization of a restriction of Boolean
networks” [65]. Thomas’ regulatory network models are represented by a labeled directed graph, where
a vertex denotes variables representing biological entities (e.g. genes and proteins) and a directed edge
denotes abstract interaction between variables. Each edge is labeled with a discrete threshold representing
the maximum concentration level and a sign “+” representing activation and “-” representing inhibition.
A regulatory network is associated with a(n) (a)synchronous state graph denoting the dynamics of the
network [63].

Reactive modules [66] define a language, providing a compact representation for state transition systems
by dividing them into a set of modules. A module comprises a collection of local variables and a set of
transitions representing the behaviour of the variables over time. The behaviour of a reactive module is
represented by guarded transitions, which specify that if the guard is true, then the transition is carried
out by performing a certain action and updating the local variables.

Statecharts [67] are qualitative but fine-grained state-based transition diagrams used to model the mech-
anism underneath the system behaviour. Statecharts model the dynamic behaviour using states and events
triggering transitions between states. Statecharts permit modelling at multiple levels by allowing states to
be composed of substates, which can be “zoomed in” and “zoomed out”. States can also be divided into
“orthogonal states”, thus concurrency can be described [68].
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Live sequence charts (LSCs) [69], an extension of message sequence charts, are a scenario-based ap-
proach to analyse system behaviour. Live sequence charts formalise various scenarios of behaviours
between different system elements, e.g., “required”, “possible”, and “forbidden” scenarios.

2.2.2 Rule-based systems

Rule-based systems model the state of the system as molecular species and state change as molecular
interactions specified by rules.

P Systems are the key models of the membrane computing theory [70], which is a branch of natural
computing. These models emphasise the compartmentalised nature of biological systems. The central
element of any P system is a membrane structure, consisting of regions (or compartments) containing
multisets of objects interacting through locally specified rewriting and communication rules [71]. P sys-
tems evolve by repeatedly applying these rules, mimicking chemical reactions and transportation across
membranes. The close similarity between the model and key elements of the cellular biology makes it
suitable not only for modelling purposes, but it also enhances the communication between modellers and
biologists, or any other wet laboratory experimentalists.

Rewriting systems are methods containing sequences of discrete steps where a subterm of a formula is
replaced with another [72]. Rewriting systems comprise a set of objects and rewrite rules representing the
transformation of these objects. In systems biology context, a rewriting rule defines “a step in a biological
process such as metabolism or intra/inter-cellular signaling” and describes “the behavior of proteins and
other components depending on modification state and biological context” [73].

Pathway logic [32] is a rewriting systems based “algebraic structure” enabling the building and analysing
network models of biological processes, where system states and behaviour are represented by algebraic
structures and rewriting rules, respectively. Pathway logic consists of “data types representing cellu-
lar components such as proteins, small molecules, complexes, compartments/locations protein state, and
post-translational modifications” [73]. Pathway logic permits qualitative analysis, e.g. “static and dy-
namic structure of reaction networks”, but does not permit specifying kinetic constants for reactions;
stochastic simulations, therefore, are not supported.

BioNetGen [74] is ruled-based system based on structured building blocks which represent proteins
and protein complexes. BioNetGen captures “site-specific details of protein-protein interactions” and
provides visualisations of these interactions. The language also allows molecules to be combined into
complexes through “binding sites”. Rules specify the biochemical reactions occurring in the system and
can be used to construct bimolecular networks.

Biocham [75, 76] is another rule based system comprising three languages, modelling biochemical pro-
cesses at different levels of abstraction: Boolean (i.e. “asynchronous Boolean transition systems”), con-
centration (i.e. ODEs) and stochastic (i.e. continuous time Markov chains).

Other rule-based systems, including NFsim [77], Kappa [78] and little b [79], have been introduced in
order address the issue of combinatorial explosion in the number of interactions, by explicitly providing
mechanisms to model coincidental modifications or conformations that need to be represented.

2.2.3 Petri nets

Petri nets are well-established formalisms describing distributed and concurrent systems behaviour. A
Petri net is a graph with two types of nodes, places containing tokens and representing various resources
available, and transitions describing events that will fire under certain circumstances. Petri nets can be
considered as a more general form of Boolean networks, because several tokens might fire concurrently
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at the same time. We also note that while Boolean networks can be executed deterministically, Petri nets
can be executed nondeterministically.

There are several variants of Petri nets. Stochastic Petri nets [80, 81] make use of a stochastic
simulation algorithm where transitions with associated rate are fired and a period of time is calculated
and added to the global clock. Coloured Petri nets [82] provide a means to deal with multiple possible
values associated with each place and produce a more compact representation of a system [83]. Petri nets
can also be defined in discrete and continuous semantics.

2.2.4 Process algebras

Process algebras (process calculi) are a diverse family of related formalisms that describe distributed
concurrent processes, such as tasks inside a computer program or a collection of programs, interacting
in accordance with certain communication protocols. π-calculus [84] is a model for concurrent mobile
processes where the communication topologies evolve dynamically. In the biological models based on
π-calculus molecules with binding sites are represented as processes with communication channels. The
simulation is similar to a standard Petri net and provides a qualitative view on the system’s behaviour.

Several variants of process algebras have been introduced: Stochastic π-calculus [85] enables quan-
titative simulations by associating a rate constant with each channel and providing means to compute a
probability based on this rate. PEPA (Performance Evaluation Process Algebra) is a different stochastic
process algebra used for modelling reagent-centric and pathway-centric approaches [86] and for different
signalling pathways [86, 87, 88, 89] and synthetic biology designs [90]. Bio-PEPA [91] is a modifi-
cation of PEPA, incorporating stoichiometry and the use of kinetic laws in rate functions, adequate for
modelling biological systems. BioAmbients [92], an extension of the Ambient calculus with stochastic
features, as in stochastic π-calculus, have been developed to model dynamics of biological compartments.
BlenX [93] is a high level stochastic process algebra based textual language, explicitly designed to model
biological entities and their interactions.

2.2.5 Other computational systems

As well as the computational models discussed above, there are other executable modelling formalisms
for biological and biochemical systems. In the following we discuss them very briefly:

The Systems Biology Markup Language (SBML) [94] is an XML dialect used to store models of
biological systems and facilitate communication between different tools. SBML files store information
about model compartments, species and reactions, as well as events, units, etc. that are relevant to some
models and approaches but not others.

Hybrid systems [95, 96, 97] combine both continuous and discrete aspects in one single model. In gen-
eral, the continuous behaviour is represented by (piecewise linear) differential equations and the discrete
behaviour represented by computational models. Hybrid systems provide a means to close “the gap be-
tween mathematical models and computational models by combining the two” [1]. Some hybrid model
examples are hybrid discrete-continuous systems, hybrid automata [98] and hybrid Petri nets [99].

Cellular automaton is a formalism frequently used for modelling biological systems [100], amongst
them pattern formation (morphogenesys) [101], ecology and population biology, immunology, oscilla-
tions, diffusion processes, fibroblast aggregation, ant trails and others - [102] is an overview of different
cellular automata models.

Other two notable approaches are agent-based systems [103] and knowledge-based systems [104].
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2.3 Example: Gene expression
In this section, we illustrate some of the modelling approaches on a running example, taken from [105].
The biomolecular system comprises positive, negative and constitutive expressions of a gene. The model
consists of a gene with its transcribed RNA and the corresponding translated protein and activator and
repressor molecules which bind to the gene. Figure 1 shows models of this system using different for-
malisms.

r6

rep

r9 r4

r8 r2

r1

r5

act

r7 r3

rna

act-gene

rep-gene

protein

gene

(a) (b)

(d)(c)

(e)

r1 : [gene]b
k1! [gene + rna]b k1 = 0.35 min�1

r2 : [rna]b
k2! [rna + protein]b k2 = 0.17 min�1

r3 : [rna]b
k3! [ ]b k3 = 0.35 min�1

r4 : [protein]b
k4! [ ]b k4 = 0.012 min�1

r5 : [act + gene]b
k5! [act gene]b k5 = 6.64 molec�1min�1

r6 : [act gene]b
k6! [act + gene]b k6 = 0.6 min�1

r7 : [act gene]b
k7! [act gene + rna]b k7 = 3.47 min�1

r8 : [rep + gene]b
k8! [rep gene]b k8 = 6.64 molec�1min�1

r9 : [rep gene]b
k9! [rep + gene]b k9 = 0.6 min�1

gene := ⌧k1
.(gene | rna) + ak5

?.act gene + rk8
?.rep gene

rna := ⌧k2
.(rna | protein) + ⌧k3

.0
protein := ⌧k4

.0
act := ak5 !.0
act gene := ⌧k6 .(act | gene) + ⌧k7 .(act gene | rna)
rep := rk8

?.0
rep gene := ⌧k9

.(rep | gene)

dr
dt = k1 � k3r + k7

act
act+K

dp
dt = k2r � k4p
where K is the Michaelis-Menten constant

[] true ! k1 ⇤ gene : (rna0 = rna + 1); // r1

[] true ! k2 ⇤ rna : (protein0 = protein + 1); // r2

[] true ! k3 ⇤ rna : (rna0 = rna � 1); //r3

[] true ! k4 ⇤ protein : (protein0 = protein � 1); // r4

[] true ! k5 ⇤ act ⇤ gene : (act0 = act � 1) & (gene0 = gene � 1) & // r5

(act gene0 = act gene + 1);
[] true ! k6 ⇤ act gene : (act0 = act + 1) & (gene0 = gene + 1) & // r6

(act gene0 = act gene � 1);
[] true ! k7 ⇤ act gene : (rna0 = rna + 1); // r7

[] true ! k8 ⇤ rep ⇤ gene : (rep0 = rep � 1) & (gene0 = gene � 1) & // r8

(rep gene0 = rep gene + 1);
[] true ! k9 ⇤ rep gene : (rep0 = rep + 1) & (gene0 = gene + 1) & // r9

(rep gene0 = rep gene � 1);

Figure 1: (redrawn from [105]) A system comprising positive, negative and constitutive expression of
a gene. (a) Rule-based model (P systems). The system consists of a bacterium represented using a
membrane, called b. The transcription and translation are represented as multiset rewriting rules with
kinetic constants associated with. (b) State-machine model (reactive modules of PRISM). The model
consists of modules and each module is described by a set of commands. A command has the form:
[act] g → γ1 : u1 + ... + γn, where g is a predicate over all the variables of the model and each ui
describes a tradition of the module, where new values of the variables are calculated. The expressions
γi are used to express rates associated to transitions. The label act is used to synchronise commands
occurring in different modules. (c) Process algebra model. The process called gene defines all possible
interactions consisting of a constitutive reaction, a positive regulation, or negative regulation. Other
processes describe subsequent interactions. (d) Petri net model. This describes all the interactions
presented above. If a token appears in the place gene, then we only describe constitutive expression; if a
token is in gene and n in act with n ≥ 1, then we describe a positive regulation; and if we start with one
token in gene and m in rep with m ≥ 1, then we have negative regulation. (e) ODE model. The same
interactions described as a set of differential equations.

3 Tools used in verifying biological and biochemical systems
We have carried out a survey that contains a comparative summary of important features of the tools and
methods used/developed in this context.
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3.1 Standalone model checkers
Here, we present the state of the art model checkers used in systems biology and biochemical networks.
An overview of the standalone model checking tools is given in Table 2, which provides a summary of
the tools and the important features.

A comparison of these tools is presented in Table 3, where we compare the tools according to mod-
elling formalism (i.e. which modelling approach the tool supports), specification language (i.e. logical
languages used to express properties), type (i.e. model checking method), usage (i.e. for which purpose(s)
the tool is used, e.g. property checking to verify required properties, parameter estimation to find missing
parameters in models, and parameter optimisation to find optimal set of values), the last release date of
the tool and the corresponding reference.

3.2 Software suits employing model checkers
Model checkers have also been integrated and used in software platforms developed to analyse biological
systems. In Table 4, we present an overview of the integrated software suits employing model checking
tools. In Table 5, we compare the tools similar to Table 3. In Table 5, we also mention which model
checking tools are employed.

In addition to the most popular software suits presented in Table 4, there are some other tools devel-
oped such as U-CHECK BMS15, MULE [116], PYBIONETFIT [39], Bio-ModelChecker [35].

4 Biological systems analysed using model checking
In this section, we present biological systems analysed using model checking techniques. Table 6 presents
a selected range of systems. The extended list with references is presented below.

4.1 Kripke structures
Kripke structures are formal models for standard model checkers. They are mostly described in a high-
level language, e.g. PROMELA [106] and NUSMV language [107]. Such high-level models correspond
to Kripke structures. SPIN [106] and NUSMV [107] are two popular tools to model and analyse Kripke
structures. Several biological systems have been analysed using this approach:

SPIN: mucus production in Pseudomonas aeruginosa [135], biological regulatory network for Indoleamine
2,3-dioxygenase [135], genetic network of Arabidopsis thaliana [136], quorum sensing [46], genetic
gates [137, 45], pulse generator [124, 138].

NUSMV: EGFR network [139], molecular interaction network of a macrophage [139], quorum sens-
ing [46], genetic gates [45], pulse generator [124], T-helper cell plasticity [34].

4.2 Boolean Networks
Boolean networks are the earliest computational modelling frameworks for gene regulatory networks.
It has been applied to model various GRNs [140, 141, 142, 143, 144, 145] (e.g. yeast cell-cycle reg-
ulation). Apart from MATLAB, several tools have been developed that enable modelling and analysis
on Boolean networks such as BOOLEANNET [146], BOOLNET [147], ANTELOPE [108] and PY-
BOOLEANNET [148]. In [149], Boolean networks are extended to Qualitative networks, which allow
variables representing “the level of protein activity or gene expression to range over larger domains”.
Some biological systems formally analysed are presented below:
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Table 2: Model checking tools used in analysing biological systems.

SPIN [106] is a popular model checking tool to verify qualitative temporal properties of various systems. System models to be verified are
specified in the PROMELA language, corresponding to a Kripke structure, and temporal properties are expressed as LTL formulas (or ‘assertions’).
SPIN also provides an interactive and guided simulator displaying model execution traces. The tool employs a number of methods to improve
model checking process and reduce the storage space.
NUSMV [107] is one of the most widely used model checking tools to verify the correctness of finite state systems. NUSMV is a symbolic
model checker, because it uses a symbolic compact representation of states to reduce the state space. The NUSMV high level language allows
writing modular hierarchical descriptions and reusable components. A NUSMV model corresponds to a Kripke structure. Temporal properties
can be expressed in both LTL and CTL.
ANTELOPE [108] is a model checking tool for modelling and analysing (branching-time) Boolean networks. The branching time can represent
some important phenomena, e.g.“asynchrony”, incomplete system information and “interaction with the environment” [108]. In order to express
more Boolean network specific properties, ANTELOPE employs a “hybrid extension of CTL, enabling to specify the set of stable and unstable
steady states” [108]. Rather than just checking if the given property is true at the initial state, ANTELOPE returns all states satisfying the given
property. This adoption is more preferable in the context of Boolean networks [108]. ANTELOPE is a symbolic model checker, building the state
space based on compact representations.
PRISM [109] is the most widely used probabilistic model checking tool for formal modelling and analysis of probabilistic systems. Models are
written in a “state-based” high-level language based on “reactive modules”. PRISM allows building and analysing various probabilistic models,
e.g. Discrete-time Markov Chains (DTMCs), Continous-time Markov Chains (CTMCs) and Markov Decision Processes (MDPs). It uses compact
and structured data structures based on (multi-terminal) binary decision diagrams (BDDs) to reduce the size of probabilistic models. As property
language, various probabilistic logics are supported, including LTL, PCTL and CSL. PRISM also provides a “discrete-event simulation engine”,
supporting statistical model checking, and employs various analysis techniques.
PLASMA LAB [50] is a statistical model checking tool, deployed for probabilistic systems, e.g. DTMCs and CTMCs. PLASMA LAB supports
several modelling languages, including reactive modules and a rule based biological language, and some property specification languages,
including BLTL. The BLTL language allows specifying temporal properties with bounds expressed in step or time units. PLASMA LAB extends
BLTL with a probability operator, which permits specifying probabilistic properties.
MOCHA [110] is the first model checker developed to formally analyse reactive modules in a modular and hierarchical way. The description
languages allows modelling systems with synchronous and asynchronous components. In MOCHA, properties are expressed in an extension of
CTL, called ATL. The logic ATL, unlike CTL and LTL, provides a selective quantification, which allows one to specify a strategy to reach a
desired state. MOCHA is a symbolic model checker, employing a BDD engine. The tool also provides a tool support for simulating the reactive
systems and displaying the simulation traces in a message sequence chart.
MAUDE [111] is a “high-performance reflective language” based on rewriting systems and an integrated software suit using a range of tools for
the modelling and analyses of rewriting systems. MAUDE models can be translated into various formalisms to make various analyses such as
model checking, theorem proving, statistical model checking, debugging and searching. The MAUDE model checker is the part of the MAUDE
system, which checks if a rewriting system satisfied a property, specified in LTL. The MAUDE model checker does not use any compact BDD
structures to store states. MAUDE also provides support for Pathway logic.
BIOLAB [33] is a statistical model checking tool, enabling formal verification for BIONETGEN models. BIOLAB simulates models using
a BIONETGEN simulator, and then verifies properties, expressed as probabilistic bounded linear temporal logic (PBLTL), against generated
stochastic traces. PBLTL is an extension of the bounded linear temporal logic (BLTL) with a probability operator to bound the likelihood of a
BLTL formula to hold. BIOLAB generates as many simulations as needed to verify a property. If more samples are needed to infer whether the
property is verified or not, then BIOLAB continues to generate more simulation traces until a decision about the property has been made.
MC2 [112] is a statistical model checker based on “Monte Carlo approximation”. The tool accepts a set of simulation traces as input rather
than a system model specified in a high-level language. Simulation traces can be obtained from any simulation output, e.g. ODEs, CTMCs and
Gillespie. As property language, MC2 employs a probabilistic temporal logic with numerical constraints, i.e. PLTL with numerical constraints.
MC2 can cope with state spaces beyond the current limits of the model checkers that perform exhaustive analyses. Also, the model checking
process is in general much quicker because the entire search space is not explored.
BIODIVINE [113, 114] is a tool developed for model checking biological interaction networks specified as ODEs. It provides a user interface,
called GENESIM, to build models of biochemical systems as piecesewise-linear or piecewise-multiaffine ODEs. Properties to be verified are
expressed as temporal logic formulas specified in LTL. BIODIVINE is related to several other tools, e.g. DIVINE tool [114] (a general purpose
parallel LTL model checker), PARASIM (a tool to analyse robustness of biochemical systems) and PARSYBONE (a tool for synthesis of discrete
kinetic parameters in gene regulatory networks – specified in Thomas’ formalism).
SIMPATHICA [58] is a tool set deployed for modelling and analysing biological networks. A network system, e.g. regulatory and signalling, is
constructed using a graphical model editor, which allows to describe ODEs (based on XS-systems). The system can be analysed using different
tools and techniques. The OCTAVE tool enables simulating the model to analyse its behaviour. SIMPATHICA also allows analysing temporal
behaviour of a biological network using its backend model checker XSSYS. The XSSYS tool can verify CTL queries, repressing questions
about the behavior of a biological network. These queries are checked against a set of simulation traces. XSSYS can therefore be considered as
an approximate model checker. XSSYS also provides a natural language interface that can be used to construct temporal logic formulas using
plain English.
BIOMODELANALYZER [115] is a web-based tool set developed for the modelling and analysis of gene and protein interaction networks. Based
upon the Qualitative Networks formalism, users can graphically draw biological models manually or using a built-in library. Users have access
to three analysis engines to test their models, which are standard simulation tools, an interface to the stability?testing algorithm and to a graphical
Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) editor and analysis tool. The tool also allows users to construct LTL properties using a graphical language supported
by drag-and-drop feature to visually construct queries as well as evaluate results. The tool hosts a knowledge base that consists of definitions as
well as example usages of LTL operators and developmental end states.
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Table 3: Comparison of model checking tools.

Tool Modelling formalism Specification language Type Usage
SPIN Kripke structures LTL temporal property checking
NUSMV Kripke structures LTL, CTL temporal property checking
ANTELOPE Boolean networks CTL (hybrid) temporal property checking
PRISM Reactive modules LTL, PCTL, CSL temporal, probabilistic property checking
PLASMA LAB Reactive modules BLTL + probability temporal, probabilistic property checking
MOCHA Reactive modules ATL temporal property checking
MAUDE Rewriting systems,

Pathway logic
LTL temporal property checking

BIOLAB BioNetGen + Simula-
tion traces

PBLTL probabilistic property checking,
parameter estimation

MC2 Simulation traces PLTL + constraints probabilistic property checking,
parameter optimisa.

BIODIVINE ODEs LTL temporal property checking
SIMPATHICA
& XSSYS

ODEs CTL temporal property checking

BIOMODEL
ANALYZER

Qualitative networks
(GUI)

LTL temporal property checking

BOOLEANNET: abscisic acid [146], mammalian immune response [146], T-cell large granular lym-
phocyte leukemia [146], cell cycle gene identification [150]

ANTELOPE: Arabidopsis thaliana root stem cell niche [108], flower organ specification [108], root
stem niche [108].

BOOLENET: mammalian cell cycle [147], yeast cell cycle [147].

NUSMV: D. melanogaster embryo development [151], budding yeast cell cycle [145], bladder tumori-
genesis [44].

4.3 Thomas’ multivalued logical formalism
Thomas’ formalism is supported by the SMBIONET [120] software platform, which selects models
of a regulatory graph and generates all corresponding asynchronous state graphs based on some be-
havioural properties. Several biological models have been analysed using the Thomas’ formalism and
the SMBIONET tool, e.g. mucus production in Pseudomonas aeruginosa [64], immunity control in bac-
teriophage lambda [152], tail resorption in tadpole metamorphosis [120], biosurfactants production in
Pseudomonas fluorescens [153], biological regulatory network in breast cancer [154], FGF signalling
in drosophila melanogaster [29]. GINSIM [155] is another software tool built upon Thomas’ logical
approach, enabling the qualitative modelling, simulation and analysis of the dynamics of regulatory net-
works. The tool has been used in many systems, including budding yeast cell cycle, (various) Drosophila
signalling pathways [156], MAPK pathway [156], TCR signalisation [156] and mammalian network [42].

Thomas’ work has been extended in some papers: A hybrid modelling approach to generalize Thomas’
regulatory networks is applied to analyse various possible dynamics of the mucus production in the Pseu-
domonas aeruginosa bacterium [157] and the reaction of E.coli bacterium to carbon starvation [158]
using the HYTEC tool [159]. In [160], Thomas’ approach is extended with constraint programming;
namely, the method generates all asynchronous state graphs of a regulatory network graph based on some
behavioural properties and constraints. The approach has been illustrated in the mucus production system
of Pseudomonas aeruginosa. A similar work has been published in [161], where a constraint-based ex-
tension of the Thomas’ method has been proposed and applied to the mucus production of Pseudomonas
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Table 4: Software suits integrating model checking tools.

PLAY-ENGINE [117] is a tool developed to build, execute, analyse and verify scenario-based requirements. Behavioural requirements are
specified in a visual formalism called live sequence charts (LSCs). The required behaviour is captured by playing and constructing scenarios in
a GUI. This process is called play-in. The output of the play-in process is then automatically translated to a formal specification visualised as
LSCs [118]. In the play-out process, these requirements are validated by executing resulting LSCs. The play-out process is extended with smart
play-out, which makes use of model checking while executing the behavioral requirements. PLAY-ENGINE relies on some third party model
checkers, including SMV [119].
SMBIONET [120] is a tool for modelling and analysing biological regulatory networks. The description language of the tool is the BioNetGen
language, based on Thomas’ multivalued logical formalism, and the property specification language is CTL. SMBIONET allows selecting models
of a biological regulatory network according to some properties. Namely, temporal properties of the regulatory network are expressed as CTL
properties. The tool then generates all corresponding asynchronous state graphs satisfying these properties. SMBIONET employs NUSMV to
perform model checking. It therefore uses symbolic model checking approach.
The INFOBIOTICS WORKBENCH (IBW) [57] is an integrated software toolkit to perform various analyses for a stochastic extension of P
systems. The software platform enables modelling, simulation, model checking and parameter optimisation using different tools and methods:
(i) models are simulated either using stochastic simulation or deterministic numerical method using MCSS (a simulator for multi-compartment
stochastic P system models) (ii) model structure and parameters can be optimised with evolutionary algorithms using POPTIMIZER; (iii) prop-
erties of a model’s temporo-spatial behaviour can be verified using PMODELCHECKER; and (iv) all experiments can be visualised using the
INFOBIOTICS DASHBOARD [57].
PMODELCHECKER employs the PRISM and MC2 tools to perform probabilistic and statistical model checking, respectively. PMODELCHECKER
supports all the specification languages that these tools support, i.e. LTL, PCTL, CSL and PLTL with numerical constraints. An important
feature of PMODELCHECKER is that it provides a natural language query tool to assist in constructing properties using natural language statements
without using any formal syntax.
The kPWORKBENCH [121] is an integrated software toolkit that allows modelling and analysing a unified membrane P systems, called kP
systems [122, 123]. The platform permits simulation and formal verification of membrane using several simulation and verification tools and
methods. The framework features a native simulator, allowing the simulation of kP system models [124]. In addition, it also integrates an agent
based high-performance simulation environment [125, 51]. KPWORKBENCH’s model checking environment permits the formal verification of
kernel P system models [126, 127]. The framework supports both LTL and CTL properties by making use of the SPIN and NUSMV model
checkers. In order to facilitate the formal specification, KPWORKBENCH features a property language comprising a list of natural language
statements representing formal property patterns, from which the formal syntax of the SPIN and NUSMV formulas are automatically generated.
The BIOCHAM system [128] is a modelling and analysis platform for rule-based systems. The tool allows modelling biochemical systems,
simulating Boolean, differential and stochastic models and verifying biological properties as well as “developing, correcting, completing and
coupling models”. BIOCHAM can estimate missing model parameters from temporal logic properties. The tool can also check that temporal
logic properties are not violated during the model building process. In addition, BIOCHAM can “automatically search for parameter values that
reproduce the specified behavior of the system in different conditions” [76]. BIOCHAM employs NUSMV to carry out the model checking
task. As property specification language, the tool supports two types of formulas: qualitative properties are expressed in CTL and quantitative
properties “about concentrations and their derivatives” are expressed in LTL with numerical constraints.
The MODEL-CHECKING KIT (MCKIT) [129] is a software suit for a collection of tools including model checkers, providing (various variants
of) Petri net models with formal analysis and verification as well as deadlock and reachability checking. The kit can be considered as a common
interface for various verification tools. This allows the kit to run different state construction techniques, e.g. explicit-state and symbolic methods.
Among the model checking tools are SPIN, SMV and LOLA. MCKIT accepts both LTL and CTL as the property specification language.
BIO-PEPA ECLIPSE PLUG-IN & WORKBENCH [91] are two software tools developed to support biochemical networks, based on the Bio-
PEPA language. The BIO-PEPA ECLIPSE PLUG-IN is a modelling environment, incorporating various features, e.g. a simulator based on the
stochastic Gillespie algorithm, static and model coverage analyses and a GUI to visualise results.
The BIO-PEPA WORKBENCH tool enables modelling and analysing biochemical networks using different techniques, such as stochastic
simulation and model checking. The tool maps Bio-PEPA models to different targets (e.g. ODEs, CTMCs and SBML) to use different analysis
methods. The BIO-PEPA WORKBENCH does not integrate a model checker directly, but it complies Bio-PEPA models to CTMCs in the reactive
modules format that PRISM accepts. These modes can then be verified against some CSL properties.
GENETIC NETWORK ANALYZER (GNA) [130] is a tool developed for qualitative modelling and analysis of genetic regulatory networks given
in the form of piecewise-linear ODEs. GNA provides a GUI to build, edit and visualise GRN models. These networks can be analysed using
simulation and model checking. The network dynamics can be observed through a qualitative simulation, “resulting in predictions adapted to
available gene expression data”. Qualitative properties of GRNs are specified in a temporal logic using natural language query templates. These
properties can be expressed in CTL and CTRL. CTRL, subsuming both CTL and LTL, is an extension of CTL with regular expressions (and
fairness operators). GNA employs NUSMV and CADP [131] for model checking. GNA can export to and import from SBML. The tool is also
compatible with the Systems Biology Graphical Notation (SBGN) format.
The TAVERNA SERVICES FOR SYSTEMS BIOLOGY (TAV4SB) [132] is a web-based software platform to design and analyse kinetics model
of biological systems, described as a set of ODEs. TAV4SB accepts ODE models in the SBML format. The services provided by the tool are sim-
ulation of the kinetic model using the SBML ODE Solver library, probabilistic model checking of CSL formulas using PRISM, “visualization of
data series, such as ODEs trajectories or values of parametrized CSL properties, and probabilistic distribution sampling, using MATHEMATICA”,
and “high-level analysis, such as multi-parameter sensitivity analysis” [132].
ROVERGENE [133] is a tool for analysing biological regulatory networks, described as (piecewise multiaffine) ODEs. ROVERGENE can be
used to carry out robustness analysis, meaning that “a dynamical property is satisfied by every parameter in a given set and for every initial state
in a given region”, and parameter synthesis, meaning that “searching for valid subsets of a given parameter set”. ROVERGENE employs the
NUSMV model checker, and temporal properties are expressed in LTL.
ANIMO [134] is a toolset for analysing biological pathways, represented by networks of Stochastic Hybrid Automata. The tool combines UPPAAL
Stochastic Model Checking, a plugin of the tool used by biologists, as well as with SimBiology, a plugin of Matlab to simulate reactions. By
integrating translators from SBML (and XGMML) used by Cytoscape and SimBiology to stochastic and hybrid automata, it allows stochastic
model checking analysis techniques for stochastic and hybrid systems using UPPAAL SMC and the specification formalism of weighted metric
temporal logic .
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Table 5: Comparison of software suits.

Tool Modelling formal-
ism

Specification language 3rd party tools Type Usage

PLAY-
ENGINE

Live sequence charts Play-in, Play-out SMV temporal capturing &
executing require-
ments

SMBIONET Multivalued logical
form.

CTL NUSMV temporal model selection

IBW P systems LTL, PCTL, CSL,
PLTL + constraints

PRISM, MC2 temporal,
probabilistic

property checking

BIOCHAM Biocham (ODEs,
stochastic, Boolean)

CTL, LTL + constraints NUSMV temporal property checking,
parameter estima-
tion

MCKIT Petri nets LTL, CTL SMV, SPIN,
LOLA

temporal property checking

BIO-PEPA Bio-PEPA CSL PRISM probabilistic property checking
GNA ODEs CTL, CTRL NUSMV,

CADP
temporal property checking

TAV4SB ODEs CSL PRISM probabilistic property checking,
param. sensitivity
analysis

ROVERGENE ODEs LTL NUSMV temporal parameter estima-
tion, robustness
analysis

ANIMO SBML WMTL UPPAAL-SMC temporal property checking

aeruginosa using the AGATHA tool [162]. Another related work has been carried out in [163], presenting
a computational approach used in finding all attractors in multi-valued regulatory networks. The method
has been applied to the network models of Arabidopsis thaliana, budding yeast, Drosophila melanogaster,
fission yeast, mammalian cell, T-cell receptor and T-helper cell.

4.4 Reactive modules
Reactive modules can be used as a description language for various models including Discrete Markov
Chains, Continuous Markov Chains and Markov Decision Processes. These models can be analysed
using some tools, e.g., PRISM and PLASMA. Reactive modules can also be analysed formally using the
MOCHA tool [110]. Many biological systems have been analysed so far:

PRISM: enzymatic activity [164], ERK/MAPK (Mitogen-Activated Protein Kinase) signaling path-
way [165, 166, 27, 167], FGF signalling pathway [28, 168], codon bias [169], phase switching in E. coli
film system [170], protein folding kinetics [171], ribosome kinetics [172], codon misreading errors [173],
transient oscillator [174], influenza virus fusion [175], bone pathologies [176], sodium-potassium ex-
change pump [177], genetic network with a negative feedback [178], DNA strand displacement [179],
PDGF pathway [180], TGF-β, WNT and MAPK pathways [181], crosstalk between the cyclic AMP
and the Raf-1/MEK/ERK signalling pathways [182], cell energy-related reactions of sodium-potassium
exchange pump [183], genetic gates [184, 52, 53], genetic toggle switch [55].

PLASMA: genetic oscillator [50], simple biochemical system [50].

MOCHA: signaling crosstalk during C. elegans vulval development [185], cell fate specification during
C. elegans vulval development [186].
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Table 6: Some biological systems and biochemical networks analysed using model checking.

Modelling formalism Tool Biological systems modelled
SPIN mucus production in P. aeruginosa, genetic network of Arabidopsis thaliana, quorum sens-

ing, genetic gates, pulse generatorKripke structures NUSMV EGFR network, molecular interaction network of a macrophage, quorum sensing, genetic
gates, pulse generator, T-helper cell plasticity

BOOLEANNET abscisic acid, mammalian immune response, T-cell large granular lymphocyte leukemia, cell
cycle gene identification

ANTELOPE A. thaliana root stem cell niche, flower organ specification, root stem niche
BOOLENET mammalian cell cycle, yeast cell cycleBoolean networks

NUSMV D. melanogaster embryo development, budding yeast cell cycle, bladder tumorigenesis
SMBIONET mucus production in P. aeruginosa, biosurfactants production in Pseudomonas fluorescents,

breast cancer, FGF signalling in drosophila melanogaster
Multivalued logical formalismGINSIM east cell cycle, Drosophila signalling pathways, MAPK pathway, TCR signalisation, mam-

malian cell cycle
PRISM ERK/MAPK & FGF signaling pathways, codon bias, ribosome kinetics, transient oscillator,

bone pathologies, genetic gates, genetic toggle switch
PLASMA genetic oscillator, simple biochemical systemReactive modules
MOCHA signaling crosstalk during C. elegans vulval development, cell fate specification during C.

elegans vulval development
IBW cell cycle in eukaryotes, gene expression, liposome logic, quorum sensing, repressilator,

pulse generator, genetic gatesP Systems kPWORKBENCH quorum sensing, genetic logic gates, pulse generator
Rewriting systems MAUDE ERK/MAPK & EGFR signaling networks, molecular interaction network of a macrophage,

Rho GTP-binding cycle, signal transduction
Pathway logic PATHWAY LOGIC

ASSISTANT
MAPK & EGFR signaling networks, HGF/HGFR & IL6/IL6R signaling pathways, response
of melanoma cancer cells to drugs, crosstalk in breast cancer

BioNetGen BIONETGEN, BIO-
LAB

T-cell receptor signaling pathway, activation of Jak-family protein tyrosine kinases, yeast
pheromone response pathway, phosphorylation and scaffolding in MAPK pathways, B-cell
antigen receptor signaling, p53-induced apoptosis

Biocham BIOCHAM gene expression regulation, cell cycle control, ERK/MAPK, synthetic transcriptional cascade,
translation initiation in sea urchin, cell cycle on the mitosis phase, phosphorylation cycles

Petri nets PRISM, MC2,
MCKIT, BIOCHAM

ERK signal transduction pathway, receptor signalling, kinase cascades, cell-cycle regulation,
wound healing, neuronal cell fate decision model in Caenorhabditis elegans, angiogenetic
process, Wnt/β-catenin signalling pathway, DNA walker, quorum sensing

Process algebra BIO-PEPA,
BIOSPI, etc.

epidemiological models avian influenza, yeast pheromone pathway, circadian clock in Os-
treococcus tauri, genetic network with a negative feedback, cell growth and damage from
cancer treatment, hypertorus communication grid, mumps virus

NUSMV nutritional stress response in E. coli, mammalian cell cycle regulation
BIODIVINE transcription in Bacillus subtilis, ammonium transport in E. coli, genetic regulatory networks,

FGFR3 signalling pathway
SIMPATHICA/XSSYS repressilator, purine metabolism, yeast cell
GNA gene regulatory networks, nutritional stress and carbon starvation response in E. coli
TAV4SB enzymatic reaction model

ODEs

ROVERGENE synthetic transcriptional cascade, toggle switch, two-genes network with stimulus
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4.5 Statecarts / Live sequence charts
Statecharts can be designed and executed using the RHAPSODY tool [187]. Statecharts have been applied
to modelling and analysis of T-cell maturation [188, 68] and the C.elegans vulval development [189].

Both statecharts and live sequence charts work in a complementary fashion to model different aspects
of a biological system. The PLAY-ENGINE [190] tool supports modelling and execution with LSCs.
Statecharts and live sequence charts have been applied together to model the cell fate decision of the
development of the C.elegans somatic gonad [117].

4.6 Membrane (P) systems
There are many variants of P systems. Some of the most well-studied P systems with relevance for
modelling biological systems are: stochastic P systems [191] (supported by the INFOBIOTICS WORK-
BENCH (IBW) software suit [57]), kernel P systems [192, 193] (supported by kPWORKBENCH [121]),
metabolic P systems [194] (supported by the METAPLAB software system); non-deterministic P sys-
tems [195], dynamical probabilistic P systems [196] (supported by the BIOSIMWARE software plat-
form [197]), probabilistic dynamics population P systems [198] (supported by the MECOSIM software
environment [199]), probabilistic P systems with peripheral proteins [200] (supported by CYTOSIM sim-
ulation environment [201]) and P systems with string objects [202] (supported by the SRSIM software
environment [202]). P systems have been used in modelling and analysis of various biological systems

INFOBIOTICS WORKBENCH: cell cycle in eukaryotes [30], gene expression [105], liposome logic [203],
auxin transport [204], repressilator [205], quorum sensing [46], pulse generator [57, 124, 206] and genetic
Boolean gates [51, 45].

kPWORKBENCH: quorum sensing[46], genetic logic gates [45], pulse generator [124]

4.7 Rewriting systems
Rewriting systems are supported by the MAUDE system [111], which enables executing, searching and
model-checking. Some biological systems modelled using rewriting systems are growth and hetero-
cyst differentiation in Anabaena [207], cascades of protein interactions in signalling pathways [208],
EGFR signaling network [32, 139], ERK/MAPK pathway [209], molecular interaction network of a
macrophage [139], Rho GTP-binding cycle [210], signal transduction [211, 212].

4.8 Pathway logic
Pathway logic is supported by PATHWAY LOGIC ASSISTANT (PLA) [211]. PLA provides a user
interface mapping the Pathway logic models to Petri net models for analysis and visualisiation as well
as querying to find pathways. This feature also permits using tools developed for analysing the Petri net
models e.g. PATHALYZER [213] for carrying out computational analyses and LOLA [214] for model-
checking. Pathway logic is also supported by the MAUDE system. Pathway logic has been used in
the analysis of various systems, including Rac1 activation [209, 73], EGFR pathway [32, 215], MAPK
pathway [211], HGF/HGFR and IL6/IL6R signaling pathways [216], response of melanoma cancer cells
to drugs [217], pathway crosstalk between TNF, TGFB1 and EGF in basal-like breast cancer [218].

4.9 BioNetGen
The BioNetGen language is supported by the BIONETGEN software tool [74], providing modelling,
simulation and analysis of biochemical systems. The BIONETGEN system has been used in various
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systems, including T-cell receptor signaling pathway [33, 36], activation of Jak-family protein tyrosine
kinases [219], yeast pheromone response pathway [220], phosphorylation and scaffolding in MAPK path-
ways [221], B-cell antigen receptor signaling [222], signaling pathways exhibiting bistability [223].

The only model checker that supports BioNetGen is BIOLAB, which has been used to formally
analyse T-Cell receptor signaling pathway [33], p53-induced apoptosis [224].

4.10 Biocham
Biocham is supported by the BIOCHAM [128] software system enabling modelling biochemical sys-
tems, simulating Boolean, kinetic and stochastic models and verifying some biological properties. Some
systems modelled and analysed using the BIOCHAM system are gene expression regulation [75], cell
cycle control [75, 37, 225], ERK/MAPK [166, 27, 128], synthetic transcriptional cascade [226], cap-
dependent translation initiation in sea urchin [227], cell cycle on the mitosis phase [38], phosphorylation
cycles [228].

4.11 Petri Nets
Petri nets were used to model initially biological pathways [229, 230] and more recently ERK signal
transduction pathway [166, 27, 231], receptor signalling [232], kinase cascades [232], cell-cycle regu-
lation [232], wound healing [232], neuronal cell fate decision model in Caenorhabditis elegans [233],
angiogenetic process [231], Wnt/β-catenin signalling pathway [234], DNA walker [48], quorum sens-
ing [47]. An overview of using Petri nets for modelling, simulation and analysis of biological systems
can be found in [235, 236, 237]. There are numerous tools deployed to create and analyse Petri nets,
e.g. SNOOPY [238], PATHALYZER [213], CELL ILLUSTRATOR [239] and LOLA [214]. We refer the
reader to [240, 241, 237] for more information on the available tools.

4.12 Process Algebra
Different variants of process algebra have been supported by different tools, e.g. BIO-PEPA [91],
BIOSPI [242], SPIM [243], COSBI LAB [59], BETA WORKBENCH [244] and KINFER [245]. Some
biological systems formally analysed are epidemiological models of avian influenza [246], yeast pheromone
pathway [247], circadian clock in Ostreococcus tauri [248], genetic network with a negative feedback [91,
178], circadian oscillators [249], cell growth and damage from cancer treatment [250], hypertorus com-
munication grid [251], mumps virus [252].

4.13 ODEs
ODEs have been predominantly solved using mathematical tools e.g. MATLAB and CVODE. Many bio-
logical systems have been modelled using this approach. For a detailed survey on mathematical modelling
in biological and biochemical networks, we refer the reader to [253, 254].

In order to infer more information about the system dynamics, various tools have been deployed to
analyse ODEs using formal techniques. Several model checking tools available allowing formal analysis
of certain ODEs. Some examples are given below:

NUSMV: nutritional stress response in E.coli [255], mammalian cell cycle regulation [41].

BIODIVINE: transcription in Bacillus subtilis [256], ammonium transport in E.coli [113], genetic reg-
ulatory networks [257], FGFR3 signalling pathway [258].
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SIMPATHICA/ XSSYS: repressilator [58], purine metabolism [58], yeast cell cycle [259], Wnt signal-
ing pathway [260], purine metabolism pathway [261].

GNA: gene regulatory networks [262], nutritional stress response in E. coli [255], carbon starvation
response of E. coli [263, 264, 130].

TAV4SB: enzymatic reaction model [132]

ROVERGENE: synthetic transcriptional cascade [133], toggle switch [54], two-genes network with
stimulus [54].

4.14 SBML
Tools for the visual specification of models in SBML, e.g. CELLDESIGNER [265], VCELL [266] and
COPASI [267], enable the visual creation of models from a collection of symbols for various types of
molecular and interactions. Recently, a statistical model checking tool, MIRACH [268], has been devised
to formally analyse SBML models. The tool has been applied to ERK/MAPK signalling pathway and
cell fate in C. elegans. The BIOCHAM [128] tool has also support for SBML. Another tool in this context
is IBIOSIM [269], which supports both SBML and SBOL (Synthetic Biology Open Language).

4.15 Hybrid systems
Among the tools for modelling and analysis of hybrid systems are HYTECH [159] and CELL ILLUS-
TRATOR [239]. Various hybrid system models have been studied using hybrid system, e.g. Delta-notch
signalling network [270], insulin control diabetic patients [271], sporulation in Bacillus subtilis [271],
lactose metabolism in E.Coli [272] and biochemical systems theory [273]. A recent survey on applica-
tions of hybrid systems in biology is presented in [274].

5 Discussions and conclusion
In this paper, we have reviewed mostly used modelling approaches in computational biology, and also
compared some model checking tools used in analysing biological systems and biochemical networks.
There is a growing interest in using model checking systems biology, as this approach provides a deeper
mechanistic understanding of biological systems. Numerous biological systems have been analysed, from
biological pathways to genetic bio-devices.

Our survey has showed that most of the related work focuses on systems biology. Although there are
a few case studies, the application in synthetic biology is quite limited. This is mainly due to the fact that
synthetic biology introduces new challenges, difficult for existing model checking approaches to cope
with.

As future research, we are currently working on an integrative perspective combining different model
checking approaches based on different property types and the use of some natural language patterns to
express various properties. This approach will make the use of the model checking methods very effective
and easy to use, even for non-experts in formal methods.
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